5 wire ceiling fan switch wiring diagram

I am hoping to enlighten and give information to help others that may struggle to understand
why they can't just change out a ceiling fan pull switch with another. I have found through
research that all switches are not the same. They look identical on the outside but are very
different inside. I will try to simplify so that you might not have to struggle with fixing your
ceiling fan like I did. Others that are experts, I am not trying to insult your intelligence. There are
many different pull switch varieties out there. I am going to talk about mine only. Mine is a 5 to 8
wire double layer switch. The switch has small ports to plug in wires in up to 8 places. The way
it is configured, it will grab the wire when pushed in and requires a release tool to remove the
wires. A paper clip is what most instructions tell you to use. I used a small jewelers screwdriver
to remove my wires. My switch is one of the 3 double layer switches that I discovered. There
may be other double layer switches but this is all that I know of. Mine makes connection with
three of the terminals at once in both layers. As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words. I
have taken time to disassemble my old switch to illustrate the inner workings. This should at
the very least give you a good idea as to how the switches function. I bought the wrong switch
for my fan and this was the beginning of my quest to solve the problem. The one I bought was
to connect 2 terminals at a time with each pull of the chain. In the end after deciding it was a last
resort, I disassembled my switch and the new one that I purchased. I merged the two switches
and got a good working switch. I used the new bottom half and my old top layers. They fit
together perfectly. I would only recommend this as a last resort. If you do take it apart, go slow
and be careful. You may wind up with junk in your hand or on the floor. Please feel free to
comment on this instructable. I will improve it if possible. Thanks for looking. Post and
comments were very helpful, thanks. See video. I broke mine taking it apart. Thanks for any help
in advance. Reply 9 months ago. If you post a few pictures and the make and model of your fan,
it might be possible to help you find a new switch. Lets start there and see where it goes. There
are 2 black wires, red, blue and yellow. I broke the switch in pieces when I tried taking it apart.
Obviously I had no clue how to get it apart. You might just save yourself a lot of time and
trouble to just replace the fan since you are trying to sell your place anyway. A new unit might
help it sell faster. I was thinking that as well. Not sure I can handle that. May need to find a
friend to help me. I have a vintage Hunter ceiling fan or earlier that is only working on high in all
three positions. I saw the capacitor was bad. Could this be the problem or do I also need a
switch? The switch is a 5 wire double layer with the Black wire on the top and bottom layer in
the same position. Will an 8 wire switch work? Reply 1 year ago. I located an excellent example
of what you are dealing with on youtube. You may have already viewed it but I thought this
would be better than me going into a lengthy discussion. Here is the link and good luck with
your project. I've spent over 20 hours in the past 3 days working on this fan switch. I have a Jin
You e switch and the plastic neck of the switch that comes out for the chain was broken. Jin
You is no more; 2. I'm sure there's a way to use the D and rewire the whole thing, but that is
beyond my knowledge. I tried, it's a puzzle; 4. Buying a fan controller and install it instead of the
wall switch was an option; 5. I ended up gluing the plastic neck back, tie-rapping the Jin You e
back together and adding felt pads as a spacer so the switch is secured on top. Advice: be
gentle when pulling the chains. Question 2 years ago. I also have an 8 wire rotary fan switch
that needs replacing. The top broke off. The switch says "jin you" and appears to be used in
"Hunter Fans. I'm pretty sure it is the same model you were playing with. The problem is finding
a replacement switch! I've tried Lowes, Home Depot, and online vendors. None appear to sell an
8-hole or wire model. There are four wires from the transformer, nothing to indicate primary or
secondary and the case was screwed to the fan body. Since the fan has a ground, I'm pretty
sure the case is not part of the fan circuit. The capacitor has two wires, not four or five like
some other fan models. I'm giving this level of detail because I doubt that any other switch
could be adapted to this fan. Can you tell me where you found your replacement? Answer 2
years ago. I found this instructional video on you tube for you. I hope this helps. Copy and
paste the link below. Without seeing the switch you are trying to replace, I would guess that the
switch would be the same as the one I have illustrated in this instructable. This switch is for 5 to
8 wires and is for a 3 speed fan. If you do attempt to replace yours, just be sure to take photos
of yours for reference before removing it. This will insure that you get the wires back in the right
places. By conglomeration Follow. More by the author:. Lets Begin: The pull chain is only to
index the center contact to the next position. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made
It! Reply Upvote. TerryD91 1 year ago. ZED4 remplacement pour Jin You e Answer Upvote.
MaryB64 Question 2 years ago. LeesaC4 Question 2 years ago. Is there such a thing as a 3
speed 6 wire switch for an old ceiling fan with light. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of ceiling
fan 3 speed wall switch wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a simplified standard pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
forms, as well as the power as well as signal links in between the devices. A wiring diagram

generally offers details regarding the relative placement and also arrangement of devices and
terminals on the tools, to assist in structure or servicing the device. A photographic
representation would certainly reveal more detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram uses an extra symbolic notation to stress affiliations over physical appearance. A
wiring diagram is frequently used to repair troubles and to make certain that all the links have
actually been made and also that whatever is present. Click on the image to enlarge, and then
save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a basic visual
representation of the physical connections as well as physical design of an electrical system or
circuit. It demonstrates how the electrical cords are interconnected as well as could also reveal
where components as well as parts might be connected to the system. Usage electrical wiring
diagrams to aid in building or producing the circuit or electronic tool. They are likewise useful
for making repair services. Do It Yourself enthusiasts utilize electrical wiring diagrams however
they are additionally typical in residence structure and also auto repair work. As an example, a
residence building contractor will certainly wish to verify the physical location of electric outlets
and also lights utilizing a wiring diagram to prevent pricey blunders and constructing code
violations. A schematic reveals the plan as well as feature for an electrical circuit, however is
not interested in the physical format of the cables. Wiring layouts reveal exactly how the wires
are attached and also where they should situated in the actual device, in addition to the physical
links in between all the components. Unlike a pictorial representation, a wiring diagram makes
use of abstract or simplified shapes and also lines to show parts. Photographic representations
are usually images with labels or highly-detailed drawings of the physical components. If a line
touching another line has a black dot, it indicates the lines are connected. A lot of signs made
use of on a wiring diagram appear like abstract variations of the real objects they stand for. A
button will be a break in the line with a line at an angle to the wire, much like a light button you
could flip on as well as off. A resistor will be stood for with a collection of squiggles
symbolizing the restriction of current flow. An antenna is a straight line with three little lines
branching off at its end, similar to a genuine antenna. Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of harbor
breeze ceiling fan remote wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a streamlined traditional pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the parts of the circuit as simplified shapes, as
well as the power as well as signal links in between the devices. A wiring diagram normally
gives details about the family member setting and also setup of tools and terminals on the
gadgets, in order to help in building or servicing the tool. A pictorial layout would reveal more
detail of the physical appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses an extra symbolic symbols to
emphasize interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is commonly used to fix
problems and making certain that all the links have actually been made as well as that whatever
exists. Variety of harbor breeze ceiling fan remote wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge,
and then save it to your computer by right clicking on the image. A first check out a circuit
diagram might be complicated, yet if you could read a subway map, you can review schematics.
The objective is the same: obtaining from point A to direct B. Literally, a circuit is the path that
allows electrical power to flow. If you recognize exactly what to search for, it ll become force of
habit. While at first you ll just be reviewing them, ultimately you will start producing your very
own. This guide will reveal you a few of the common symbols that you make certain to see in
your future electrical design job. Voltage: Determined in volts V , voltage is the stress or
pressure of electrical power. This is usually supplied by a battery such as a 9V battery or mains
electrical power, the outlets in your home run at V. Electrical outlets in other countries run at a
different voltage, which is why you require a converter when traveling. Current: Present is the
flow of power, or even more particularly, the circulation of electrons. It is gauged in Amperes
Amps , as well as can only flow when a voltage supply is attached. Resistance: Determined in
Ohms R or O , resistance specifies exactly how conveniently electrons could move through a
material. Materials such as gold or copper, are called conductors, as they easily enable flow of
motion low resistance. Plastic, wood, and air are instances of insulators, inhibiting the motion
of electrons high resistance. DC Direct Present. DC is a continual flow of existing in one
instructions. DC can stream not just via conductors, but semi-conductors, insulators, as well as
even a vacuum. Air Conditioning Rotating Present. The regularity of Air Conditioning is
determined in Hertz Hz , and also is normally 60 Hz for electrical energy in property and
organisation objectives. Now s the fun things. Finishing an electrical design degree then getting
a work in the area suggests you will certainly see a great deal a whole lot a great deal of these
schematics. It s important to recognize specifically just what is going on with these. While they
could and will get very complicated, these are simply a few of the usual graphics to obtain your
ground on. Whenever you determine your certain area of electrical engineering, you may see
much more intricate representations and icons. You ll learn additionally that various nations
utilize various signs. Of the two signs for resistors above, the first one is used in the U. A

platform to learn electrical wiring, single phase, 3 phase wiring, controlling, HVAC, electrical
installation, electrical diagrams. Hello and thanks so much for the information. I have a question
and i would like you help me, Is possible to change the fan speed control by a leviton model
RTF01 and how to be connected? Thank you so much for having this information available. I
don't quite understand why the line wire is on the 3 terminal, but that's how the original switch
was wired. The fan connected without speed control switch fan have damage or any problm??
In this post i am gonna to share speed controller diagram with low, med and high speed
diagrams. On thing more i also shown in the below that how can we control the speed of fan
motor using 3 wire ceiling fan capacitor. One thing more we can also use dimmer switch for
regulating speed of ceiling fan. However in my last most i shown 5 wire ceiling fan capacitor
diagram , in which i also shown a speed controller diagram using speed control switch diagram.
For ceiling fan speed controlling we use mostly two methods in which on is by using speed
control using three or five wire capacitor. And other one is using a dimmer switch from which
we can control the RPM revolutions per minute of ceiling fan or other fan motor. So First we talk
about ceiling fan speed wiring diagrams, which i designed 4 diagram in which i shown Off , low ,
med and high speed direction of fan motor speed switch controller. Here is the fan speed low,
high and med speed direction diagram,. Tags: Single Phase Motors. Unknown August 12, at PM.
Unknown July 26, at PM. Mj March 29, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home. Subscribe to: Post
Comments Atom. A platform to learn electrical wiring, single phase, 3 phase wiring, controlling,
HVAC, electrical installation, electrical diagrams. Isn't this a 4 wire capacitor? Also most have a
reversing switch. This is a nice straightforward drawing but not how my 5wire is constructed. I
have the 5 wire capacitor. I have one greywire and the red wire done. My problem is my new
switch has 3 wires: L-black. Which wire goes to which wire on the capacitor? Brown purple and
grey? I am new here. I cannot find exact capacitor. What replacement will work? Does it or a
ceiling fan in general a fuse? In the socket coming out of the motor, are the connections in the
socket standard same for all fans? All the information about Refrigator repairing services are
very helpfull for me. Step-by-step instructions on how to choose the best ceiling fan for your
needs. Learn how to purchase a ceiling fan by considering the most important purchase factors.
Unless you plan on using the unopened box for a cheap side-table it's time to take the ceiling
fan out and get it mounted on the ceiling. And don't worry; even the wannabe do-it-yourselfers
can probably accomplish this with minimal use of any colorful language. In this post i am
writing about the 5 wire ceiling fan capacitor wiring diagram , in my last post i written about the
3 wire capacitor diagram which we use for fan and can regulate speed by using speed
controlling switch. Now in this you will learn about ceiling fan 5 wire capacitor and it's diagram.
On this type of capacitor we have five wire in which two is common and 3 other for different
value capacitance micro farad. In the below diagram i shown a 5 wire fan motor capacitor with
it;s capacitor diagram. Tags: Single Phase Motors. MrMark September 27, at PM. Ronnie August
1, at PM. Unknown June 12, at PM. Foxy September 24, at AM. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Ceiling fan wiring diagram ceiling fan installation ceil
jeep 1988
dd audio 9500
2004 toyota sienna repair manual free download
ing fan mounting bracket ceiling fan light switch ceiling fan color code wire black red bleu
wight ceiling fan brackets ceiling fan repair ceiling fans installation hanging ceiling fan hampton
bay cost to install ceiling fan ceiling light box web site. The wiring arrangements for electrical
source at the switch and at the ceiling fixture. One can't be too careful when it comes to
working with electricity. Though it is very simple, but one thing to be noted that switch and
regulator should be connected with the phase line of main. The most common type of the
indoor unit is the wall mounted type though other types like ceiling mounted. As lots of complex
ceiling fan wiring diagrams are available on the internet, we will try to show the very basic
connections of fans with fuse box. I purchased an old rotary switch, unfortunately without a
wiring diagram. You must be logged in to post a comment. Facebook 0 Tweet 0 Pin 0. Leave a
Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment.

